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BIBLIOGRAPHY AND HISTORIOGRAPHY


See also Nos. 14, 155.

SOURCES AND ARCHIVES


See also Nos. 36-7, 41, 44, 46-9, 51-2, 60, 64, 67, 73, 75, 83, 85, 87, 89, 92, 95, 97.

---

### CONNEXIONAL HISTORIES


32. WARD, William Reginald: “Methodistische Kirchen” [a brief history of worldwide Methodism, from its origins to the present day], Theologische Realenzyklopädie ... Band XXII: Malaysia-Minne, herausgegeben von Gerhard Müller, Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1992, pp. 666-80.

See also Nos. 7, 53, 84-5, 136.

LOCAL HISTORIES


See also Nos. 2, 8-9, 18-19, 22, 24, 28, 63, 67, 72, 75, 82-3, 87, 89, 91-3, 133, 139, 142-3, 151, 154, 162-4, 172.

**BIOGRAPHIES: THE WESLEYS**


See also Nos. 1, 10, 12, 78, 88, 100-27, 129-32, 134, 137, 156-9, 161, 165, 168, 173, 175-7.

BIographies: OTHER


67. CARTER, John: *Extracts from the journal of John Carter of St Agnes and Kapunda, 1835-1907 - a Cornish Methodist cousin Jack; including his autobiography covering the years 1835-1879 and a transcription of his journal relating to his return visit to Cornwall in 1884*, transcription and introduction by Frank Carpenter, Cornish Methodist Historical Association, Occasional Publication, No. 24, Carharrack: the Association, 1994, 36pp.


86. RATTENBURY, Harold Morley: Rat-rhyme: a screed, recording the lives of five members of one family who in four generations were all Methodist ministers [John, Henry Owen, John Ernest, Harold Burgoyne and Harold Morley Rattenbury], Arnside: printed by Arnpit, [1994], 32pp.


94. TAYLOR, Paul & MELLOR, Howard: Travelling man: a tribute to the life and ministry of the Reverend Dr Arthur Skevington Wood [1916-93, including three of his writings], Calver: Cliff College Publishing & the Wesley Fellowship, 1994, 125pp.


See also Nos. 11, 15-18, 36-7, 41, 43-4, 46-7, 49, 111, 136-7, 146, 150, 153, 170.

THEOLOGY


See also Nos. 15, 58, 69, 80, 83, 96, 98, 126, 129-31, 138, 168, 175, 177.

**SACRAMENTS**


See also No. 41.

**WORSHIP AND DEVOTION**


See also Nos. 118, 134, 144.
HYMNOLOGY AND MUSIC


See also Nos. 1, 10, 54, 56, 126, 128.

ITINERANT AND ORDAINED MINISTRY


See also Nos. 76, 86, 146.

LAY MINISTRY


See also Nos. 62, 65, 68, 87-9, 147, 169, 175.

BUILDINGS AND FINANCE


See also Nos. 5, 7, 19.

HOME MISSIONS


See also Nos. 58, 77, 79, 91, 125.

OVERSEAS MISSIONS


See also Nos. 16, 27, 32, 73.

POLITICAL IMPACT


See also Nos. 25, 71, 89, 93.

SOCIAL WITNESS


See also Nos. 70, 71, 89, 92-3, 120, 127.

EDUCATIONAL AND YOUTH WORK


See also Nos. 66, 153, 160.

CONTRIBUTION TO SCIENCE AND MEDICINE


LITERARY AND CULTURAL INFLUENCE


See also Nos. 64, 94-5, 98.

**PHYSICAL OPPOSITION**


See also No. 63.

**LITERARY OPPOSITION AND PORTRAYALS**


See also Nos. 63, 175.

**RELATIONS WITH OTHER CHURCHES**


See also Nos. 41, 66, 90, 105, 107, 111, 124, 156.
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[The compiler is indebted to the following for suggesting and/or verifying a number of references: Mrs J. Banks, Mr G. E. Milburn, Rev Dr W. Parkes, Mr E. A. Rose, Mr J. P. Tuck, and Dr J. A. Vickers.]